NEW NCG24-286
Quick-Change Hand Lances

NCG24-286

NCG24-286DT
NLB’s NCG24-286 single and dual trigger hand
lances are the newest member to the quickchange family of accessories, allowing operators
the ability to rebuild the lances in less than 60
seconds at the job site. These unique lances
operate at all pressures between 10,000 and
24,000 psi (700 and 1700 bar) and high flows
up to 35 gpm (133 lpm). This pressure flexibility
provides users the ability to operate just a single
lance for various pressure applications.
Adjustable shoulder stock and handgrip allows any
operator ultimate comfort. And, just like all other
quick-change accessories from NLB, these lances
feature non-corrosive construction material, an
ergonomic design, light trigger pull and a patented
disposable cartridge system that allows the
operator to force the lance into dump mode.

Features include:
Single and dual trigger models available.
A single lance rated for all pressures between
10,000 and 24,000 psi (700 and 1700 bar) and
high flows up to 35 gpm (133 lpm).
Safety latch prevents accidental actuation.
New trigger design allows operator to force
lance into dump mode.
Requires only 8-12 lbs. of pressure to
actuate lance.
NCG24-286 weighs just 13.5 lbs. (6 kg) and
the NCG24-286DT weighs 20 lbs. (9 kg).
Stainless steel quick-change cartridge
(BM19524).
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NEW FC24-286
Quick-Change
Foot Control Valve

The simple to replace,
disposable cartridge allows
users to rebuild the box in

Under 60 Seconds!

NLB’s newest quick-change foot control valve
incorporates all of the operation and safety
features you need, with the quality and
dependability that you have come to expect from
NLB products. The FC24-286 foot valve is
designed around a quick-change cartridge seal
that makes field repairs possible in less than
60 seconds! And, like the NCG24-286 hand lance,
the FC24-286 also operates at all pressures
between 10,000 and 24,000 psi (700 and 1700
bar) and high flows up to 35 gpm (133 lpm).
Combine the above features with things like
NLB’s new innovative pedal design allowing
operators to force the foot valve into dump mode,
non-corrosive construction materials and
ergonomic lightweight designs and you can see
how NLB makes water work for you!

Features include:
A single foot control rated for all pressures
between 10,000 and 24,000 psi (700 and 1700
bar) and high flows up to 35 gpm (133 lpm).
New pedal design allows operator to force
valve into dump mode.
Dual dump ports keep the valve stationary.
Constructed of non-corrosive materials.
Weighs only 31 lbs. (14 kg).
Stainless steel quick-change cartridge
(BM19524).
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